February 6, 2015

To Whom It May Concern:

This letter certifies that Aviation Brake Service is an Industrial Export representative for Goodyear Commercial Aircraft Tires. Goodyear is the global leader in the production of aircraft tires and we are pleased to work directly with Aviation Brake Service as an Industrial Export representative for the Export of Goodyear Aircraft Tires. Goodyear likes to remind our users of the following facts.

- #1 producer of aircraft tires in the world, with over 400,000 new and 175,000 retread tires delivered annually
- Production and logistical resources that span six continents – 3 facilities dedicated to new tire production, 5 facilities for retread production, and a global network of distribution facilities and resources to connect Customer needs with Goodyear execution
- Proprietary manufacturing processes, honed over time through dedicated continuous improvement, that produce tires of exceptional quality and value as evidenced by Goodyear’s position as the world’s leading aircraft tire producer
- A technical and product support organization with global reach consisting of tire technology experts and world-class tracking and testing systems that can rapidly respond to any customer issue
- A heritage of excellence in production, quality and value that parallels the growth of the airline industry
Commitment is a way of doing business for Goodyear:

**Commitment to Innovation**: Building from its introduction of the first aircraft tire in 1909, Goodyear has long and distinguished history of innovation in tire technology and customer tire needs. At present, Goodyear has seven new designs in development.

**Commitment to Quality**: All Goodyear facilities are certified as ISO 9000:2000 compliant. Goodyear also maintains an active and vibrant technical and product support organization with experts and systems dedicated to the continuous improvement of tires.

**Commitment to Customer Demand**: With over 180 active tire part numbers, Goodyear leads the aircraft tire industry in breadth of product availability.

**Commitment to Customer Delivery**: Goodyear is proud of its ability to achieve customer-testified on-time delivery rates of over 95%.
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